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Abstract

The crystal growth kinetics of calcium sulfate $\alpha$-hemihydrate ($\alpha$-HH) in nearly constant supersaturated HCl-CaCl$_2$ solutions were investigated. Two types of solutions were used, the first had a low HCl (1.4 mol/L) and high CaCl$_2$ (2.8 mol/L) concentration and the second had a high HCl (5.6 mol/L) and low CaCl$_2$ (0.7 mol/L) concentration. These conditions were chosen to represent the first and last stage of a newly developed stage-wise HCl regeneration process. The seeded growth experiments were carried out in a stirred, temperature controlled semi-batch reactor in which supersaturation was kept constant by simultaneous addition of CaCl$_2$ and Na$_2$SO$_4$ solutions. The influence of the following parameters on $\alpha$-HH crystal growth was studied: temperature (70-95°C), specific power input of stirring (0.02-1.29 W/kg) and equimolar inflow rate of CaCl$_2$ and Na$_2$SO$_4$ (0-0.6 mol/h). The crystal growth rate was derived from particle size distribution measurements made with the laser light diffraction technique. It was found that the surface area normalized crystal growth rate increased linearly with the molar inflow rate up to 0.3 mol/h, at higher inflow rates no further increase of the growth rate was observed. Temperature and specific power input, within the investigated ranges, did not show a marked effect on the growth rate, attributable to a diffusion/adsorption controlled growth process. An interesting finding of the present research is the establishment of a positive relationship between the narrowing of the width of the particle size distribution with increasing crystal growth rate. The results show that the resulting particle size distribution is positively related to the reagent inflow rate, a finding that can be applied to the industrial design and scale-up of the $\alpha$-HH crystallization/HCl regeneration process.
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1 Introduction

Calcium sulfate can exist in five phases [1], one of which is calcium sulfate hemihydrate (HH) that has two crystal forms: the $\alpha$- and $\beta$-form. The $\alpha$-form is an especially valuable building material due to its enhanced mechanical properties after rehydration. The strength of the obtained plaster and the amount of water needed for setting depends on the particle size distribution [2, 3]. For example, the modulus of rupture of commercial $\alpha$-hemihydrate was reported to be approximately 2 MN/m$^2$ higher than that of the more commonly used $\beta$-hemihydrate. The latter material is produced normally by dry calcination while the former requires the presence of water either as vapor (steam) or liquid phase as such they have different crystallization behavior than typical competing polymorphic systems [4]. In this context it should be added that both forms of hemihydrate, namely the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ ones have the same crystal
structure but the alpha form having superior plaster properties due to its potential to form well
developed crystals with fewer cracks and pores [5]. Hence the importance of understanding and
controlling the crystal growth kinetics of calcium sulfate α-hemihydrate as studied in this work.

So far the widespread use of α-HH has been affected negatively by the higher cost of its production.
Therefore the study of alternative production methods for this material is important. The most
commonly used process is the conversion of calcium sulfate dihydrate in an autoclave at temperatures
well above 100°C with high steam partial pressures [6]. In such a process natural or synthetic calcium
sulfate dihydrate is either pressed into briquettes [6-8] or an aqueous slurry is prepared [9], which
typically have to be treated for several hours.

Another option to produce α-HH is by conversion from dihydrate via its treatment in concentrated salt
solutions at temperatures between 85°C and 110°C at atmospheric pressure for several hours [10-13].
Solutions that are typically used as medium in which DH is converted to α-HH contain salts of high
solubility having as a result an elevated boiling point [14], for example CaCl₂, or mixed aqueous-
organic solutions have been suggested for such use recently [15].

However, more recently the direct production of α-HH by reacting solutions that contain calcium and
sulfate ions at appropriate temperature conditions [18-20] was investigated. It was suggested to react
both solutions in the presence of a concentrated CaCl₂ electrolyte. Temperatures around 80°C are
favorable for the formation of α-HH [19]. Previous work undertaken in our laboratory in connection to
α-HH production sought simultaneously to produce high strength HCl acid [21,22] thus allowing the
cost-effectiveness of the new process via its integration with an extractive metallurgical operation
involving leaching of ores or secondary materials such as zinc ores, rare-earth containing phosphates,
or TiO₂-containing slags. A key aspect of successful development of such a crystallization-based HCl
regeneration process is stage-wise reaction of H₂SO₄ with the CaCl₂ solution [21]. The design of such
process can be greatly facilitated upon determination of the governing crystallization kinetics. This is
the objective of the present work.

In particular, the present research focuses on the determination of the growth rate of α-calcium sulfate
hemihydrate in a seeded environment by reactive crystallization as per the following reaction [19].

$$\text{CaCl}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 + 0.5\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{HCl} + \text{CaSO}_4·0.5\text{H}_2\text{O}$$ (1)

Based on previous research [19] a titration or stage-wise addition of concentrated sulfuric acid (limiting
reactant) to a calcium chloride solution at ~80°C in the presence of recycled crystals as seed allowed to
maintain favorable supersaturation conditions that induced heterogeneous nucleation and growth [19].
Typically a four-stage reaction can be applied to convert a 3-4 mol/L CaCl₂ solution to α-HH and ~5-6
mol/L HCl upon mixing with 2.8 mol of H₂SO₄ at 80°C. Therefore two conditions reflecting the
steady-state environment of the first and last stage of the said hydrochloric acid regeneration/α-HH
crystallization process were chosen to study, namely: 1.4 mol/L HCl and 2.8 mol/L CaCl₂ (1.6 mol/kg,
4.1 wt.% HCl; 3.2 mol/kg, 25 wt.% CaCl₂) for the first stage; and 5.6 mol/L HCl and 0.7 mol/L CaCl₂
(6.5 mol/kg, 17.8 wt.% HCl; 0.8 mol/kg, 6.8 wt.% CaCl₂) for the final stage. The growth rate was
measured within the temperature range 70-95°C. This range was chosen since below 70°C, conversion
of α-HH to calcium sulfate dihydrate starts to occur. On the other hand at temperatures above 95°C, α-
HH has limited metastability, quickly converting to anhydrite, a condition that again is undesirable as not only leads to a loss of $\alpha$-HH but also creates crystal de-watering/separation problems. Background experimental and modeling results on calcium sulfate phase transitions in CaCl$_2$-HCl solutions can be found in previous publications [19,23].

In the past there have been numerous investigations of the growth kinetics of calcium sulfate dihydrate [24-26] observing a second order growth rate law but very few on $\alpha$-calcium sulfate hemihydrate [27-29]. These studies mostly focused on dilute solutions or a different matrix than the CaCl$_2$-HCl system investigated here. Of all the previous studies only Yang et al. [29] focused on the growth rate of $\alpha$-HH in a concentrated CaCl$_2$ solution. But even in this study no HCl was involved; HCl is known to influence the stability/solubility of $\alpha$-HH [19,30] hence the need to include it in the context of the industrial acid regeneration application. Moreover their crystallization study was carried out in a batch reactor in which the relative supersaturation was not kept constant. More specifically, it dropped by approx. 50% from the initial value within 20 min after the start of the experiment. In contrast industrial processes make use of continuous crystallization reactors in which steady-state (constant) supersaturation conditions prevail.

In laboratory studies like the present one, the methods used to maintain constant supersaturation usually employ spectroscopic (e.g. ATR-FTIR [4,31,32] or electrochemical in-situ monitoring (e.g. ion-selective electrodes [33-35] or conductivity probes). These techniques that rely on probes, are not feasible in this context because of the very corrosive and concentrated nature of the chloride solutions: high chloride content of 7 mol/L, low pH (-1.6 to -1.1) and comparatively high temperatures, 70°C to 95°C. Thus in the present work the growth kinetics of calcium sulfate $\alpha$-hemihydrate in CaCl$_2$-HCl media were investigated by employing a semi-batch procedure as means of maintaining essentially constant supersaturation. Nearly constant supersaturation was achieved via simultaneous inflow of equimolar CaCl$_2$ and Na$_2$SO$_4$ solutions that compensated for the precipitation of crystal lattice constituents, i.e. Ca and SO$_4$ as described in [36]. This approach distinguishes the present study from previous batch type growth research involving $\alpha$-HH [29].

2 Experimental

2.1 Reactor and procedure

The crystallization experiments were carried out in a baffled, 2 L semi-batch, flat-bottom glass reactor with temperature control, a 45° pitched blade impeller with three blades each at two different height levels 3 cm apart from each other and a peristaltic pump feed system. The experiments involved the equimolar addition of 100 mL of CaCl$_2$ (0 to 3 mol/L) and 200 mL Na$_2$SO$_4$ (0 to 1.5 mol/L) solutions to 1 L of a background electrolyte containing calcium chloride and hydrochloric acid. The time of the experiment was set between 0.5 to 1 h to obtain molar inflow rates from 0.0 to 0.6 mol/h. Sodium sulfate instead of sulfuric acid was used to maintain a relatively constant acid concentration throughout the experiment hence obtaining a nearly constant solubility of $\alpha$-HH in solution [30]. All solutions were prepared from deionized water and Fisher Scientific ACS grade chemicals.

At the beginning of each experiment 30 g of lab made $\alpha$-hemihydrate seed was added to the reactor. For comparison of lab made seed with industrially produced $\alpha$-hemihydrate, material from Knauf Gips KG (produced from FGD gypsum) was used. Slurry samples were taken at the beginning of each experiment and then every 15 minutes and filtered with 0.2 µm pore size syringe filter. The filter cake was washed with 5 mL of isopropanol instead of water to avoid complications from possible re-hydration/ transformation of the $\alpha$-HH to DH and stored at room temperature immersed in isopropanol.
as preservation measure until the particle size measurement was performed.

2.2 Characterization methods

In order to determine the growth rate, volume-based particle size distributions were measured with a Horiba Laser Scattering Particle Size Distribution Analyzer LA-920, by dispersing the solid in isopropanol, to avoid dissolution of small particles during the measurement. BET surface area measurements of the seed crystals were undertaken with a Micromeritics Tristar Surface Area Analyzer, whose results were used to calculate a surface area normalized growth rate. The crystal morphology was analyzed with a Philips XL30 FEG SEM after coating the samples with a thin layer of AuPd. X-Ray Powder Diffraction analysis was carried out on a Philips PW1710 powder diffractometer. Cu Kα radiation with a wavelength of 1.506 Å was employed. Differential Scanning Calorimetry for the identification of α-HH was done on a Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter thermal analyzer setting the heating rate to 10 K/min under inert gas atmosphere with an Argon flow of 30 mL/min. This technique has shown to be capable of differentiating between α-HH and β-HH [37]. Finally, filtrates were analyzed for calcium and sulfate with a Dionex ICS 5000 ion chromatograph.

To ensure reproducibility each experiment was repeated three times and arithmetic averages were employed in the analysis of the data.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Nearly constant supersaturation crystallization of α-HH

As the investigated process is of continuous nature it was decided to adopt a constant supersaturation and seeded crystallization approach for the semi-batch experiments. In this section a typical semi-batch crystallization experiment is analyzed to ensure the obtainment/maintenance of constant supersaturation; the product is characterized to confirm that it is α-HH; and the derivation of crystal growth rates from the crystal product’s particle size distribution is developed/explained.

Each experiment was initiated by starting a peristaltic pump supplying the reagents to the solution. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the calcium ion and sulfate ion concentration for a typical semi-batch crystal growth test. The calcium ion concentration remains nearly constant and the sulfate ion concentration increases only slightly over the course of the experiment in a linear manner. Based on the definition of relative supersaturation $\Sigma$ for α-HH, given by Equation 2, where $a$ represents the ion activities, this method of reagent addition resulted in nearly constant supersaturation 10 min after the pump was switched on. The evolution of Σ over time can be seen from Figure 1. As it can be evaluated the supersaturation line remained practically flat especially over the period 20-60 min. This is a satisfactory regulation of supersaturation despite not using a feed-back control system as done in other studies [4] given the non-availability of corrosion-resistant probes for the current highly corrosive crystallization solution. The required equilibrium concentrations and the activity coefficients necessary for the calculation of the relative supersaturation were modeled with the help of the thermodynamic modeling software package OLI Stream Analyzer 3.2 [38].

$$\Sigma = \frac{a_{Ca^{2+}}a_{SO_4^{2-}}^{0.5}a_{H_2O}^{0.5}}{\left(a_{Ca^{2+}}a_{SO_4^{2-}}^{a_{H_2O}}\right)_{eq}} - 1$$ (2)

Since the influence of different parameters such as temperature, reagent inflow and specific power
input of agitation were varied certain default values were applied to the non-varied parameters in each test. These conditions are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. The default temperature was set at 80°C, which ensures the metastability of the α-HH phase [19] for the duration of the experiment. It was ensured via XRD characterization that no phase transformation occurred at the other temperatures tested. The stirring rate and hence the specific power input, were set to a value of 0.16 W/kg, which is suitable to obtain turbulent mixing conditions as further detailed by the calculations in the Appendix.
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**Figure 1:** Typical evolution of calcium and sulfate ion concentration and resulting relative supersaturation during a semi-batch crystal growth experiment. Example: high HCl condition, T=80°C, specific power input=0.16 W/kg, molar inflow rate=0.3 mol/h

In terms of solution composition two reference scenarios were chosen a high CaCl₂ condition representing the first stage of a continuous acid regeneration process and a high HCl condition representing the solution composition obtained during the end of the regeneration process [21]. The specific solution composition values representing the two conditions can be found in Table 1.

The crystal growth tests were carried out in the presence of seed. Since the morphology of calcium sulfate crystals depends on the starting seed material [39] it was decided to use α-HH crystals produced in a similar way the growth tests were conducted. The seed production procedure developed previously in our laboratory [19] involved drop wise addition of 500 mL of 6.4 mol/L sulfuric acid solution to 1 L of 4.0 mol/L CaCl₂ solution at 80°C over 4 hours with an additional equilibration time of 1 hour.

As per XRD and DSC data presented in Figure 2 it can be seen that the lab-made seed material belongs to the α-form of calcium sulfate hemihydrate when compared to industrial α-HH reference material. Despite its weaker intensity in comparison to that of the commercial product the characteristic exothermic peak in the DSC trace that distinguishes the alpha and beta HH varieties [40-42] can be clearly seen.
Table 1: Default experimental conditions employed during the semi-batch crystallization tests simulating the first (High CaCl$_2$ condition) and final stage (High HCl condition) of a continuous four stage hydrochloric acid regeneration process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter [Unit]</th>
<th>High CaCl$_2$ condition</th>
<th>High HCl condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature [°C]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific power input stirring [W/kg]</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of experiment [min]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial volume of solution [ml]</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of CaCl$_2$ [mol/L]</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration of HCl [mol/L]</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In typical batch reactor growth rate studies, the change in solute concentration is used to derive the growth rate. Since in the present semi-batch reactor study, supersaturation is kept nearly constant an alternative method had to be used based on measurements of the change of particle size over time. This is a rather direct method of crystal growth rate derivation better reflecting the crystal evolution than the indirect solution composition method does. For the calculation of the growth rate the measured particle size distributions were modeled by fitting a log-normal probability distribution function (Equation 3), which is suitable to describe particle size distributions [43].

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{x\sigma\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\ln x - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

(3)

The parameters $\mu$ and $\sigma$ of the fitted distribution were subsequently used to calculate the mode of the distribution as a measure of the characteristic length of the particles. The change of this length over time gives the growth rate. The calculation of the mode was done for each of the five samples taken from a single experiment and regressed against time with a linear function. The slope of this function represents the change in particle size with time and hence the growth rate. This approach is schematically described in Figure 3.

Finally recognizing that crystal growth predominantly takes place at active surface sites, the measured growth rates had to be made independent of the specific surface area available for growth. This was done by taking into account the initial surface area of the seed crystals. The average surface area of the seed material was 0.548±0.072 m$^2$/g, which is slightly higher compared to surface area values of hemihydrate formed by conversion of dihydrate [44].
3.2 Process parameter effects on crystal growth rate

3.2.1 Influence of reagent inflow rate – supersaturation level

In the employed semi-batch experimental procedure the supersaturation level of the system was varied by adjusting the inflow rate. The range of values investigated is provided in Table 2. Figure 4 shows the evolution of crystal size distribution (CSD) and crystal growth rate as a function of the reagent inflow rate. By increasing the inflow rate a progressively coarser and narrower size distribution is obtained (see Figure 4 (left)) opening in principle the opportunity for crystal size control via inflow rate regulation as has been done in other crystallization systems [45]. The increase in growth rate with inflow rate is not however monotonic. Thus an increase of the reagent inflow rate from 0 to 0.3 mol/h resulted in a linear increase of the crystal growth rate, thereafter reaching a maximum at 0.3 mol/h. Until the maximum is reached the growth rate obeys the linear relationship given by Equation 4; where
\( \dot{m} \) represents the molar inflow rate in mol/h, \( A \) the surface area in m², \( dL/dt \) represents the change in the mode of the particle size distribution with time in nm/min, \( k \) is the slope and \( C \) is a constant. As can be seen from the data in Table 3 the slope of the function is slightly higher for the high HCl condition, compared to the high CaCl₂ condition.

\[
\frac{dL}{dt} = \frac{k \dot{m}}{A} + C \tag{4}
\]

The determined linear relationship in the present work is in some disagreement with that obtained by Yang et al. [29], who investigated the HH growth rate in batch experiments with solutions containing CaCl₂ as well as MgCl₂ and/or KCl but not HCl. These authors found that the order \( n \) of the growth rate law (Equation 5) in solutions containing 3.74 mol/L CaCl₂ (in the absence of magnesium and potassium ions) was 1.61. In Equation 5, \( dC \) represents the change in concentration and \( \Sigma \) the relative supersaturation, \( k, A \) and \( dt \) are defined as above. The same authors also found that the order of the process depended strongly on the presence of \( Mg^{2+} \) and \( K^+ \) and could be as low as 1.39 for certain conditions. This was explained by adsorption of these impurities to the crystal surface, slowing down the growth process.

\[
r = -\frac{1}{A} \frac{dC}{dt} = k\Sigma^n \tag{5}
\]

As a result, for certain conditions the growth process was closer to being of linear nature rather than of parabolic, which was the general conclusion of the authors. Hence, the results obtained in the current study, where the concentration of \( H^+ \) ions was much higher, provide a different chemical background in which the growth process takes place. It is postulated that high concentrations of protons influence the growth process in a similar way as they influence the speed of phase transformation between calcium sulfate phases [46]. Therefore it is concluded that in acidic chloride solutions the growth of \( \alpha \)-HH occurs predominantly via a mass transport or adsorption controlled process [47] in the range 0 to 0.3 mol/h reagent inflow (or \( \Sigma \) from 0 to 0.63).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Variation of experimental parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter [Unit]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molar reagent inflow rate [mol/h]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific power input [W/kg]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Parameters of fitted linear growth rate functions for the range of molar inflow rate from 0 to 0.3 mol/h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At molar inflow rates above 0.3 mol/h the growth rate decreases slightly before it plateaus. To put the overall behavior of growth rate with increasing supersaturation (molar inflow rate) into perspective, von Weimarn's second law may be recalled. This law, which was first described in the early twentieth century and later confirmed by experiments and theoretically [48-50], states that for a given crystallization time the average particle size passes through a maximum as a function of initial supersaturation [50]. In the present study the employed mode of reagent inflow resulted in a nearly constant supersaturation environment that is comparable with the initial supersaturation situation in a batch experiment. As a consequence a variation of the inflow rate represents the influence of different initial supersaturation levels; hence explaining the observed behavior of the growth rate as a function of $\dot{m}$ in the range 0-0.6 mol/h.

### 3.2.2 Influence of specific power input of stirring

In the case of diffusion controlled processes changes in the stirring rate, which can be conveniently expressed in terms of the specific power input, should influence the measured crystal growth rate [51]. Figure 5 shows for a molar inflow rate of 0.3 mol/h and a temperature of 80°C that the specific power input did not have any noticeable effect on the crystal growth rate within the range of investigated conditions. This behavior is attributed to the turbulent flow regime that characterized the experimental conditions under which the growth of $\alpha$-HH crystals was studied. The presence of strong turbulent flow regime was confirmed by the calculation of the corresponding Reynolds numbers; the calculation procedure and results are given in the Appendix (Table 4). These turbulent flow conditions most likely resulted in a reduction of the diffusion boundary layer down to its limiting thickness hence the lack of a noticeable influence upon changing the stirring speed.
3.2.3 Influence of temperature

In case of a reaction controlled process, changes of reaction temperature influence drastically the rate of crystal growth [52]. Figure 6 shows for a reagent inflow rate of 0.3 mol/h and a specific energy input of 0.16 W/kg no distinct influence of temperature on the crystal growth rate for the conditions of high or low CaCl₂/HCl concentration in the background solution. However, a higher growth rate is seen in the case of high HCl condition compared to the high CaCl₂ condition. The average growth rate for the high HCl condition is with 34.6 nm/min·m² noticeably higher compared to the high CaCl₂ condition with an average growth rate of 27.3 nm/min·m². The higher growth rate in the high HCl condition could be explained by the approximately 30% lower viscosity (6.9 mPa·s)¹ of this solution compared to that of the high CaCl₂ condition (9.6 mPa·s). As Sha et al. [53] have shown, in the case of crystallization of potassium sulfate, a lower viscosity can lead to a higher crystal growth rate. In their case an increase in solution viscosity from 1.2 mPa·s to 4.7 mPa·s (3.9 times) resulted in a decrease of the growth rate by 72%.

Based on the evidence presented above the crystal growth of α-HH is concluded to be a diffusion controlled linear process under the investigated conditions.

¹ Viscosities were calculated with OLI Stream Analyzer 3.2 [38]
3.3 Effect of crystal growth rate on the width of particle size distribution

For successful operation of the hydrochloric acid regeneration process the solid/liquid separation unit operation plays a crucial role. The width of the particle size distribution is a key performance criterion influencing the performance of the crystal separation/harvesting process [54]. Similarly the crystal size distribution is important from the standpoint of use of α-HH as plaster/construction material. As it can be seen in Figure 7 a positive correlation exists between the width reduction of the particle size distribution and the crystal growth rate. Higher growth rates led to narrower distributions. The change in the width of the distribution Δσ was defined as the difference of the parameter σ of the log-normal probability distribution function fitted to the particle size distribution at the beginning and the end of each experiment. The more positive the Δσ value the narrower the size distribution became.
This result is consistent with a size-dependent growth behavior, i.e., the growth rate of individual crystals varies according to their size and active site number or type of crystal plane [55]. Overall judging from the evolution of the size distributions plotted in Figure 3 it is noted that the frequency of fine (<10 microns) crystals decreases and the width of crystal size distribution (CSD) becomes narrower with time. Upon closer evaluation of the CSD in Figure 3 it can be seen the seed material to exhibit a modest bimodal pattern that incorporates a sub-micron size fraction. The frequency of this fraction decreases with time of crystal growth due to apparent ripening arising from size-dependent solubility [56,57]. The origin of the reduced frequency of crystals in the 1-10 microns range is less clear. Although size-dependent ripening appears unlikely other factors affecting growth/dissolution rates, such as defects at the crystal surface may be responsible in this case [58]. The following SEM and DSC characterization section provides indeed such evidence of crystal imperfection for the seed material (produced via homogeneous nucleation) that is progressively eliminated upon constant supersaturation-driven growth. Furthermore the narrowing of the size distribution may not simply be due to dissolution of the small crystals but rather arise from the “law of proportionate effect” that dictates faster growth of the larger crystals than the corresponding smaller ones [58,59]. As such, the relative fraction (frequency in Figure 3) of the smaller crystals decreases vis-à-vis that of the larger ones hence the narrowing of the CSD. Note that the mass of crystals keeps increasing in this growth experiment as opposed to near equilibrium ripening of a constant mass of crystals. Finally, it is interesting to note that Sha et al. [60] and Tai et al. [61], who studied the growth kinetics of K₂SO₄ and CaCO₃ crystals respectively, observed a dramatically stronger size-dependent growth rate above 10 μm as also noted in this work—refer to Figure 3.

2 Note that if the disappearance of the fine crystals were associated with experimental handling involving temperature fluctuations during sampling then this would have resulted in particular to dissolution of the sub-micron fines found in the homogeneously produced (at 80°C) seed material (refer to Figure 3), which obviously was not the case.
3.4 Crystal quality of $\alpha$-calcium sulfate hemihydrate

The evolution of the crystal size and morphology can be better appreciated by resorting to SEM examination. As it can be deduced from the SEM images presented in Figures 8 and 9 there was no major change in the $\alpha$-hemihydrate crystal morphology upon growth for either crystallization condition. The crystals exhibit the typical acicular shape of $\alpha$-HH formed in aqueous media. However, upon growth the crystals become increasingly longer and thicker assuming very well developed crystal planes as evident in the high magnification SEM picture of Figure 10. Overall the aspect ratio of the grown crystals, defined as length to width, ranged from 5 to 17 and was on average 10.5. This value is considerably higher than that for hemihydrate, which is produced by the conversion of dihydrate in salt solution [62]. There was no obvious change in the ratio with change of the experimental conditions. This is in contrast to findings of Wang et al. [62], who found significant changes in the length to width ratio of $\alpha$-HH, which was produced by dehydration of calcium sulfate dihydrate in variable concentration calcium chloride solutions but in the absence of HCl acid. Finally it is worthy to note that seeded crystallization at constant supersaturation led further to enhancing the alpha structure of hemihydrate as evidenced by the DSC curves of Figure 11. Thus as it can be seen the exothermic peak of the grown crystals (at $t=60$ min), that characterizes $\alpha$-HH, is noticeably more pronounced than that of the seed material. This effect can be explained by a combined effect of increased crystal size and surface smoothness. The healing of surface defects leads to a reduced specific surface area, which results in a more pronounced exothermic peak [63]. The same effect has been reported for $\alpha$-HH produced by conversion of DH in CaCl$_2$ solution and attributed to an increase in crystal size [64]. Finally it appears that growth under high acid condition led to better quality $\alpha$-HH crystals as evident by the highest exothermic peak intensity (see Figure 11). Therefore production of $\alpha$-HH under acid regeneration conditions is expected to lead to improved crystal quality.

![Figure 8](https://example.com/figure8.png)

*Figure 8: Calcium sulfate $\alpha$-hemihydrate crystal morphology at different times with 0.3 mol/h reagent inflow, 80°C temperature and 0.16 W/kg specific power input under high CaCl$_2$ concentration condition*
Figure 9: Calcium sulfate \(\alpha\)-hemihydrate crystal morphology at different times with 0.3 mol/h reagent inflow, 80°C temperature and 0.16 W/kg specific power input under high HCl concentration condition.

Figure 10: Detailed features of well grown calcium sulfate \(\alpha\)-hemihydrate crystals produced at 0.3 mol/h reagent inflow, 90°C, and 0.16 W/kg specific power input under high CaCl\(_2\) concentration condition after 1 h of experiment.
Figure 11: DSC analysis of α-HH materials obtained via seeded crystallization showing improvement over initial seed material

4 Conclusions

The crystal growth kinetics of α-calcium sulfate hemihydrate in seeded constant supersaturation CaCl₂-HCl solutions was investigated in the context of a new hydrochloric acid regeneration process. It is the first time such a study is undertaken involving high HCl concentration solutions. The study was carried over the temperature range 70-95°C. Constant supersaturation was maintained via semi-batch reaction of sodium sulfate with CaCl₂ within CaCl₂ (2.8 mol/L or 0.7 mol/L)-HCl (1.4 mol/L or 5.6 mol/L) solutions. The major conclusions are:

1. The crystal growth rate is linearly related to the inflow rate of reagents (which in turn relates to governing supersaturation) with the optimal value obtained at 0.3 mol/h ($\Sigma=0.6$). At this inflow rate the mass of produced α-HH crystals corresponds to approximately 150% of the initial mass of seed crystals.

2. The growth rate was derived from measurements of the particle size distribution as a function of time. The growth rate was found within the range of conditions investigated to be essentially independent of stirring rate and temperature. This behavior combined with the observed linear growth relationship is attributed to a diffusion-controlled process through the limiting thickness boundary layer imposed by the prevailing strong turbulent flow regime.

3. The overall crystal growth process was found further to follow the von Weimann law of crystallization, which correlates the particle size with the supersaturation level. Since supersaturation can be regulated via the adjustment of the reagent inflow rate, this implies that the latter can be used to control the resultant crystal size distribution.

4. The width of the particle size distribution was found to decrease with increasing crystal growth
rate; this behavior is attributed to a size-dependent growth process.

5. The quality of the acicular α-hemihydrate crystals was found to improve not only in terms of crystal size and aspect ratio but also in its alpha crystal structure as evidenced by DSC analysis hence making the production of a value-added plaster material under acid regeneration conditions possible.
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Appendix

Calculation of the specific power input of stirring

For the experiments that determined the influence of the stirring speed on the growth rate of the crystals the actual rpm setting was converted into the specific power input $\varepsilon$. This allows to transfer the results to other experimental set ups with different dimensions. The specific power input was calculated according to Equation 6 [65].

$$\varepsilon = \frac{4}{\pi} N_P N^3 D^2 \left( \frac{D}{T} \right)^2 \frac{D}{H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$D$...stirrer diameter (0.06 m)
$N$...stirrer speed (varied 150 to 600 rpm)
$N_p$...power number
$T$...vessel diameter (0.12 m)
$H$...useful height (0.08 m)

The power number $N_p$ was estimated to be constant at 1.5 based on the calculation of the Reynolds number and used stirrer type (type 6 in Fig. 6-14 from reference values given in the Handbook of Industrial Mixing [66]). The required viscosity and density values for the calculation of the Reynolds number determined with the help of the OLI Stream Analyzer 3.2 software [38] were 9.6 mPa·s, 1.236 g/cm$^3$ (high CaCl$_2$ condition) and 6.9 mPa·s, 1.126 g/cm$^3$ (high HCl condition) respectively. The calculation results are summarized in Table 4. As it can be seen for all conditions and rpm values the Reynolds number (Re) was above 10,000, i.e. in the zone of turbulent flow. As shown in the Handbook of Industrial Mixing (Figure 6-14 on p. 361) [66] at Re>10,000 the power number is constant, a situation that applies to the present experimental work.

Table 4: Conversion of stirrer speed into specific power input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stirrer speed min$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Reynolds number for high CaCl$_2$ condition</th>
<th>Reynolds number for high HCl condition</th>
<th>Specific power input W/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>14559</td>
<td>14597</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>21839</td>
<td>21895</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>29119</td>
<td>29194</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>43678</td>
<td>43791</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>58238</td>
<td>58388</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>